GRAND - PIANO PERF ORMANCE WIT H
AN U LT RA- COMPACT F OOT PRINT .
If your dreams of a grand piano have been dashed by the
dimensions of your home, the Roland F-130R Digital Piano
could be the perfect fit. There’s plenty of performance in this
ultra-compact instrument. Discerning pianists get the faithful acoustic tone and feel to keep them inspired. Improving
players get the tools they need to progress, from built-in stereo
speakers, a headphone feature and onboard rhythms, to the
option of interacting with Roland’s free piano apps. The Roland
F-130R doesn’t just fit your apartment. It fits your life.

A DIGITA L PIA N O THA T S A VE S
YOU S PA CE A N D MON E Y
It’s easy to make the kneejerk choice of an acoustic piano –
but digital might actually suit your lifestyle better. The RP401R
has compact dimensions and a choice of black or rosewood
finishes, making it a stylish and practical choice when space
is tight. You can practise day or night through the volume-adjustable stereo speakers, and keep kids on the leash with a
Volume Limit and a headphones setting featuring Roland’s atmospheric Headphones 3D Ambience effect. The affordable
Roland RP401R saves you money too, with the digital format
meaning no expensive visits from the piano tuner.

WON’T FILL YOUR APARTMENT (OR EMPTY YOUR POCKET)
Size, expense and volume are three major problems that stop
many pianists buying the acoustic grand of their dreams. The
Roland F-130R has the answer. With compact dimensions and
a choice of black/white finish, this is a stylish and ultra-practical
choice when space is at a premium. Volume-adjustable stereo
speakers and a headphone setting featuring Roland’s atmospheric Headphones 3D Ambience effect mean you’ll avoid
showdowns with the neighbours, while the digital format lets
you skip expensive visits from the piano tuner.

S TA Y IN S PIR E D WITH FA ITHFUL A COUS TIC TON E – PL US
305 ON B OA R D IN S TR UME N TS
You want authentic piano performance: not the artificial plinkplonk of a cheap synth. Play the RP401R and you’ll agree that
Roland’s SuperNATURAL Piano sound engine nails the full-bodied tone of acoustic. Hit the stool and you’ll find a familiar
three-pedal layout, including a Progressive Damper Action
pedal for techniques like half-pedalling. Tickle the keys and
you’ll find the PHA-4 Standard Keyboard offering faithful sensing technology and Ivory Feel texture. For added inspiration,
why not tear up the rulebook with 305 onboard instrument
tones, including brass, strings, guitar and more.

RP401R • T E C H N I C A L S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
KEYBOARD • 88 keys (PHA-4 Standard Keyboard: with Escapement and Ivory Feel) • Touch Sensitivity: Key Touch: 5 types, fixed touch • Keyboard Mode:
Whole, Dual (volume balance adjustable), Split (split point adjustable, volume balance adjustable), Twin Piano /// SOUND GENERATOR • SuperNATURAL
Piano Sound • Max. Polyphony: 128 voices, Tones: Grand Piano: 11 tones, Other: 305 tones (including 8 drum sets, 1 SFX set) /// RECORDER • Save
Format: Standard MIDI Files (Format 0) - Note Storage: Approx. 30,000 notes Parts: 1 part Songs: Max. 10 songs /// INTERNAL SONGS • 189 songs ///
HEADPHONES 3D AMBIENCE EFFECT • Yes /// RHYTHMS • 72 types x 2 variations /// RATED POWER OUTPUT • 12 W x 2 /// SPEAKER SIZE • (8 x 12 cm) x 2
/// CONNECTORS • DC In jack, Input jack (Stereo miniature phone type), Output jack (Stereo miniature phone type), USB COMPUTER port (USB Type B),

PIANO PARTNER

http://roland.cm/pianopartner • Free •• For iPad

*Wireless communication requires the Roland WNA1100-RL
Wireless USB Adapter (sold separately) and a wireless LAN
access point with an Internet connection.

Action Pedal, capable of continuous detection), Soft (capable of continuous detection), Sostenuto (function assignable) /// DISPLAY • 7 segments x 3
LED /// SIZE & WEIGHT • • With Music Rest: W: 1,378 mm - 54-1/4 inches D: 423 mm - 16-11/16 inches H: 992 mm - 39-1/16 inches • Without Music Rest: W:
1,378 mm - 54-1/4 inches D: 423 mm - 16-11/16 inches H: 834 mm - 32-7/8 inches • Weight: 40.0 kg - 88 lbs 3 oz

RP401R • A P P S • http://roland.cm/apps
AIR PERFORMER

THE AIR PERFORMER APP ALLOWS YOU TO PLAY ALONG WITH
SONGS STORED ON YOUR IPHONE, IPAD, OR IPOD TOUCH
VIA A WIRELESS CONNECTION WITH YOUR ROLAND PIANO.

http://roland.cm/airperformer
• Free •• For iPad, iPhone and iPod touch

ROLAND DIGITAL PIANO •RP401R

YOUR OWN ON B OA R D B A N D – WITH 72 R HYTHMS
& 6 PIA N IS T S TYL E S
Solitary practice can get dull, but with the RP401R’s onboard
rhythm programmes, you’ve always got a band on hand.
There’s full accompaniment in 72 different styles, from reggae
to electronica, while the intelligent backing means the virtual
band even automatically follow your key changes. Because
we all learn differently, there’s also a traditional metronome,
plus an onboard recorder for self-assessment and a Twin Piano
mode that splits the keyboard so you and a partner can play
side-by-side in the same ranges.
S UPE R CHA R GE PR A CTICE S E S S ION S WITH MA C,
PC A N D FR E E IPA D A PPS
Computers and tablets are great tools for keeping improving
pianists motivated, and the RP401R is ready to interact with
your Mac, PC or iOS mobile device. Maybe you’ll use the USB
port to record to your home computer’s Digital Audio Workstation (or DAW) production software. Or perhaps you’ll interact
with your iPad, iPhone or iPod Touch, boosting your skills with
free Roland apps*. Try Air Performer (jam along with favourite
songs through the RP401R sound system and adjust pitch/tempo to suit), Piano Partner (which includes DigiScore Lite, to display the RP401R’s onboard songs as sheet music on your iPad)
and Flash Card (which targets listening and reading). Learning
the piano just got thrown into the future.

USB MEMORY port (USB Type A), Phones jacks x 2 (Stereo miniature phone type, Stereo 1/4-inch phone type) /// PEDALS • Damper (Progressive Damper

PIANO PARTNER IS A UNIQUE IPAD APP THAT PROVIDES A
FRESH, INTERACTIVE WAY TO LEARN AND PLAY A PIANO. IT
CONTAINS THREE APPLICATIONS: FLASH CARD, CONTENT
BROWSER, AND DIGISCORE LITE.

www.roland.com

F AIT HF U L ACOU ST IC GRAND PERF ORMANCE –
PLU S 305 ONBOARD INST RU MENT S
Perhaps you’ve never tried a digital piano before, and worry
you’ll miss the full-bodied tone and organic feel of acoustic.
Playing is believing with the Roland F-130R. This instrument goes
far beyond faithful, with Roland’s SuperNATURAL Piano sound
engine nailing the rich, complex sound you love, while the new
PHA-4 Standard Keyboard delivers the same response, sensing
technology and Ivory Feel texture of our flagship instruments.
More of a maverick? Then you’ll love the Roland F-130R’s
choice of 305 onboard instrument tones, simulating brass,
strings, organ, guitar and more.

www.roland.com

GET BET T ER F AST WIT H 72 ONBOARD RHYT HMS
& 6 PIANIST ST YLES
Jamming is great fun and the fastest way to improve, but it’s
not always feasible to fill your apartment with live musicians.
Problem solved with the Roland F-130R, whose intelligent onboard rhythm function lets you play along with full backing in
72 styles (from reggae to Latin), with the virtual band automatically following your chord changes. There’s also a metronome,
onboard recorder for self-assessment and a Twin Piano mode
that splits the keyboard so you and a partner can play side-byside in the same key ranges.
INT ERACT S WIT H MAC, PC, IPAD AND
ROLAND ’S F REE PIANO APPS
In the modern age, many pianists use computers as part of their
music setup. The Roland F-130R is as forward-thinking as you,
offering USB connectivity to Mac/PC, plus wireless* interaction
with iOS mobile devices and Roland’s free piano apps. Maybe
you’ll try the Air Performer app, which lets you jam along with
favourite songs through the F-130R onboard sound system and
adjust the pitch/tempo to suit. Or perhaps you’ll boost your
technique, knowledge and theory skills with Piano Partner. With
the Roland F-130R, the App Store is your oyster.

RP401R-RW

RP401R-CB
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CONTEMPORARY BLACK
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*Wireless communication requires the Roland WNA1100-RL
Wireless USB Adapter (sold separately) and a wireless LAN access point with an Internet connection.

www.roland.com

F-130R • T E C H N I C A L S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
KEYBOARD • 88 keys (PHA-4 Standard Keyboard: with Escapement and Ivory Feel) • Touch Sensitivity: Key Touch: 5 types, fixed touch • Keyboard Mode:
Whole, Dual (volume balance adjustable), Split (split point adjustable, volume balance adjustable), Twin Piano /// SOUND GENERATOR • SuperNATURAL
Piano Sound • Max. Polyphony: 128 voices, Tones: Grand Piano: 11 tones, Other: 305 tones (including 8 drum sets, 1 SFX set) /// RECORDER • Save Format:
Standard MIDI Files (Format 0) - Note Storage: Approx. 30,000 notes Parts: 1 part Songs: Max. 10 songs /// INTERNAL SONGS • 189 songs /// HEADPHONES
3D AMBIENCE EFFECT • Yes /// RHYTHMS • 72 types x 2 variations /// RATED POWER OUTPUT • 12 W x 2 /// SPEAKER SIZE • (8 x 12 cm) x 2 /// CONNECTORS
• DC In jack, Input jack (Stereo miniature phone type), Output jack (Stereo miniature phone type), USB COMPUTER port (USB Type B), USB MEMORY port
(USB Type A), Phones jacks x 2 (Stereo miniature phone type, Stereo 1/4-inch phone type) /// PEDALS • Damper (capable of continuous detection), Soft
(capable of continuous detection), Sostenuto (function assignable) /// DISPLAY • 7 segments x 3 LED /// SIZE & WEIGHT • • With Lid Closed, Stabilizers
mounted: W: 1,361 mm - 53-5/8 inches D: 345 mm - 13-5/8 inches H: 778 mm - 30-11/16 inches • With Lid Open, Stabilizers mounted: W: 1,361 mm - 53-5/8
inches D: 345 mm - 13-5/8 inches H: 910 mm - 35-7/8 inches • Weight: 34.5 kg - 76 lbs 1 oz

F-130R • A P P S • http://roland.cm/apps
AIR PERFORMER

PIANO PARTNER

http://roland.cm/airperformer
• Free •• For iPad, iPhone and iPod touch

http://roland.cm/pianopartner • Free •• For iPad

THE AIR PERFORMER APP ALLOWS YOU TO PLAY ALONG WITH
SONGS STORED ON YOUR IPHONE, IPAD, OR IPOD TOUCH
VIA A WIRELESS CONNECTION WITH YOUR ROLAND PIANO.

PIANO PARTNER IS A UNIQUE IPAD APP THAT PROVIDES A
FRESH, INTERACTIVE WAY TO LEARN AND PLAY A PIANO. IT
CONTAINS THREE APPLICATIONS: FLASH CARD, CONTENT
BROWSER, AND DIGISCORE LITE.

All specifications and appearances are subject to change without notice. ROLAND and SuperNATURAL are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Roland Corporation in the United States and/or other
countries. Apple, iPad, iPhone, and iPod touch are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Company names and product names appearing in
this document are registered trademarks or trademarks of their respective owners. It is forbidden by law to make an audio recording, video recording, copy or revision of a third party’s copyrighted work (musical
work, video work, broadcast, live performance, or other work), whether in whole or in part, and distribute, sell, lease, perform, or broadcast it without the permission of the copyright owner. Do not use this product
for purposes that could infringe on a copyright held by a third party. We assume no responsibility whatsoever with regard to any infringements of third-party copyrights arising through your use of this product.

Interacts with
Mac, PC, iPad
& Roland’s
Free piano apps

TOP PIANO PERFORMANCE
FOR MODERN LIVING
With its space-saving design, fashionable looks, and powerful Roland technologies, the F-130R brings high-end piano
performance into your contemporary lifestyle. Roland’s acclaimed sound quality and keyboard touch puts the
authentic tone and feel of an acoustic grand under your fingers, all in a compact, affordable instrument that fits
efficiently in an apartment or condo. The built-in stereo speaker system provides rich, full sound for practice and
entertaining, while the unique Headphones 3D Ambience effect lets you lose yourself in an immersive sonic experience
during private playing sessions. Onboard rhythm accompaniments ramp up the fun even more, giving you control
of a complete musical ensemble that automatically follows the chords you play. The F-130R offers many additional
features for improving your skills and increasing piano enjoyment, such as onboard recording, the ability to play along
with favorite songs via USB memory, and support for Roland’s free piano apps for the iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch.

Stylish

NEW !

PHA-4 STANDARD KEYBOARD

RICH, AUTHENTIC TONE

SuperNATURAL Piano sound

& Compact

PRACTICE-FRIENDLY FAMILY
PIANO, WITH TUTORIAL
FEATURES & IPAD INTERACTION
It’s a blast having a piano at the heart of your family home – but hunting for the right model can be a headache.
Of course, it’d be great to find a piano that performs to pro standards, doesn’t take up too much room and won’t
hit you with added costs for maintenance and lessons. But that’s a lot of boxes to tick. Call off the search. Roland’s
RP401R Digital Piano is an instrument that fits around real life, with a compact cabinet, volume-adjustable speakers
and a headphone option for practice when it suits you. Acoustic connoisseurs will love the faithful tone and feel, while
learners will progress faster with features that include onboard rhythms and hook-up to Mac, PC and iPad apps.

Your own onboard

www.roland.com
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